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INTRODUCTION
A major public health crisis that reveals a severe humanitarian crisis. We are talking
about the COVID-19 pandemic, the disease caused by the new coronavirus that has
already victimized hundreds of thousands of people worldwide. Alternatively, we can
talk about Hansen’s disease, a health problem yet to be eliminated in the world, and
one that is deeply related to social inequality.
But when is it that we talk about both?
Cross-linked vulnerabilities, urgent demands. Social isolation lived over and over
again. This special issue of Morhan Notebooks proposes a dialogue between the
universe of experiencing and facing both diseases, two crises that now overlap many
people´s lives. It is also a call to action: What have we learned from our background
as social fighters for the end of Hansen’s disease and the prejudice that can now
serve to fight the pandemic? Thus, art and culture, human rights, care and self-care,
our old allies in the field of Hansen’s disease are used as keys to the enigma we face
– When the curve of the crisis plummets, how can we build a better world than the
one we had before the disease started off its journey?
The UN Rapporteur on the rights of people affected by Hansen’s disease, Alice Cruz,
signs the reflection that starts this publication by calling on the voices of all of you.
The role of persons affected by the disease that she reveals to be fundamental for
the affirmation of a truly egalitarian policy is taken very seriously here as you will read
testimonies from men and women affected by Hansen’s about their challenges amid
the pandemic and their memories of other isolations – others crises –, but also about
their hopes.
The world that we will find when this crisis is over is already being built and we hope
that this reading will urge you to join this journey in order to lend it dignity. Are you
coming along?

Nanda Duarte
Communicator, Morhan

In order to tackle the crisis
while ensuring the right to dignity,
we need to raise our voices
By Alice Cruz
Special WHO Rapporteur for the Elimination of Discrimination
Against Persons Affected by Hansen’s Disease and their Family Members
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If it is true that the COVID-19

education. What about the children that

pandemic threatens all countries and

cannot access the Internet, television and

citizens worldwide, it is no less true that its

other means of communication, as is the

impact is different and commensurate to the

case of so many children affected by

degree of vulnerability between social

Hansen’s

groups. In addition, each country's public

difficulties in their education progress due

response to the pandemic has failed to

to the neediness of many of their families,

consider the structural inequalities that

their health condition, and stigmatization

determine those who are able to protect

processes at school? Because of both the

themselves from the virus and of the

social vulnerability conditions and poverty

consequences, both economic and social,

and

and those who are not. That is why not only

governments’ limited responses that will

does COVID-19 generate a social crisis, but

only protect those that are already better

it also exposes pre-existing social wounds

positioned to face the disease right from the

and exacerbates structural inequalities.

very beginning, the impact of the pandemic

disease

extreme

that

poverty,

already

as

well

face

as

Let us take into consideration the

and its economic and social consequences

case of measures and recommendations

are disproportionate for many, as is the case

adopted by several national governments to

of persons affected by Hansen's disease and

prevent

their family members worldwide.

distancing,

contagion:
frequent

isolation,

social

handwashing,

The global crisis of physical health,

sanitation of spaces and use of masks. In

which also includes mental, economic,

order to implement such measures, one

social, and political health, has existed for a

must have, at least, decent housing to

while now end, as it reveals many of the

isolate, access to clean water and soap,

structural shortcomings of our societies, it

steady income to assure subsistence during

also invites us to take over an active role in

quarantine and to buy masks and other

the upcoming world change. We cannot

hygiene and protection utensils. Well, the

afford to passively witness such a deep

percentage of world population without

change in our societies without helping

access to the above-mentioned assets is

them to fight against social injustice,

dramatically high and includes most of the

instead of enhancing it. In this regard, we

persons affected by Hansen’s disease across

need to start off by mapping out the threats

the globe. Likewise, there is the response of

and violations to human rights that the crisis

educational systems to the quarantine, in

triggers, but also the ones that it reveals, in

which many use the Internet to pursue the

order to develop a simultaneous critical and
7

purposeful reflection with short-, medium-,

followed by the shortage of responses from

and

the

long-term

recommendations.

main

institutional

actors.

It

is

Specifically for Hansen’s disease, we must

noteworthy that the shortage of a swift

assure, on the one hand, that the last

response from the main institutional actors

decade’s advances do not retrocede given

also entails a modern framing of Hansen’s

the loss of finance and human resources

disease as an exclusively medical issue,

displaced to combat COVID-19 and, on the

which has hindered multidimensional and

other hand, that we are able to identify the

multisectoral

structural causes that socially determine

acknowledgement

Hansen’s disease and the social exclusion

between different rights consecrated in

of persons affected by it. Thus, we must

international laws.

actions
of

rooted
the

in

the

interrelation

commit to identify and tackle, in earnest,

I am aware of the risks, the shortage

the social determinants of Hansen’s disease,

of public responses, and also of the struggle

the violations of human rights of persons

of the vast majority of persons affected by

affected and their family members, and the

Hansen’s disease to make their voices be

social vulnerability of that population that

heard by the decision-making bodies. That

must be understood as a result of historical

is why I have sought to develop a joint

subordination

action plan with the main stakeholders in

and of systematic and

the Hansen’s disease field, one that would

institutionalized prejudice.
As the United Nations Special
Rapporteur

for

the

Elimination

of

start off by mapping out the risks, the
barriers to access both public services and

Discrimination against Persons affected by

essential

Hansen's

Family

experienced by the persons affected by

Members, I have come to deeply know the

Hansen’s disease and their families in the

social barriers that dictate the exclusion of

context of this crisis. The main goal to

persons affected by Hansen’s disease and

develop a cooperative work is to use every

their family members. I have therefore

viable channel, including the ones available

predicted, in the beginning of the crisis

to my mandate at the UN, in order to fill the

generated by COVID-19, that those persons

gap that we have seen between the needs of

would be in higher risk. In a joint work with

peoples and the institutional responses by

civil society partners, such as MORHAN in

part of the national governments and

Brazil, we have identified the emergence of

international agencies.

Disease

and

their

goods,

and

the

distress

a humanitarian crisis between persons and

Together with partners close to my

communities affected by Hansen's disease,

mandate, we have started a workgroup
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within the Global Partnership for Zero

inclding cases of rejected servisse to

Hansen’s Disease, which has provided

persons suspected of having Hansen’s

consultation

disease;

to

persons

affected,

to

d)

ad

hoc

difficulties

organizations of persons affected and to

polychemotherapy

Non-governmental Organizations across

generally

the globe. This work is based on the critical

bureocracy

ethics premise that the right to life is

difficulties to treat Hansen’s disease

indissociable from the right to human

reactions, aggravated by this suspension of

dignity and their response to the crisis must

the

ensure an equalitarian participation across

complexity medical treatment and the

local,

international

shortage of corticoids in some countries; f)

decision-making

Suspension of key complimentary care for

process We will not overcome the historical

the prevention of inabilities and both

subordination that kept persons affected

physical and psychosocial disabilities, such

hostage from both a biomedical and a

as the treatment of wounds or the self-care

charitable intervention – which therefore

groups. Extra-institutional barriers related

impeded their actual self-determination and

to the lack of material resources and proper

equality unless we raise the voices of

transportation of persons affected that

people's organizations of person affected by

ensure displacement to health services are

Hansen’s disease to both national and

now generalized across endemic countries.

international decision-making spaces. This

The continued healthcare spectrum of

joint cooperation work has allowed us to

persons affected by Hansen's disease is

identify global trends of the COVID-19

severely threatened and we can even

impact on persons affected and their

observe in the near future a backlash in the

families, which I will now summarize.

interruption of transmission and early

national,

organizations

in

Recording

and
the

associated

to

government

failures;

e)

Generalized

monitoring

needed

for

a

high

diagnosis. A particularly important point is

healthcare, they are mainly institutional

the fact that the number of Hansen’s disease

ones, such as: a) Loss of financial and

cases, as well as the number of cases of

human resources from national Hansen’s

children

disease programs; b) Suspension of key

physical disabilities, can increase in this

activities

context.

simultaneous

early

to

provision,

access

for

barriers

(PCT)

in

diagnostics

physical

and

incapacity

diagnosed

Regarding

with

access

irreversible

to

social

prevention (such as active detection of new

protection, acknowledged as a right by

cases ); c) Reduced healthcare service,

international law and that matches the right
9

to social welfare and the right to a proper

which

standard of life, there is a generalized

administration leads to a shutdown of

shortage of a government response that

availability of such allowances, and other

ensures minimum standards of support to

cases in which the previously mentioned

more vulnerable populations in the context

shortage of means of mobilization is also a

of this crisis. Ensuring a minimum income

accessibility barrier. Lastly, it is critical to

through social welfare schemes that allow

mention the structural and generalized

acquisition by individuals and families of

barrier to access of persons affected by

minimum healthcare, basic refuge and

Hansen’s disease with invisible physical

housing,

clean water and food, are

disabilities to social welfare schemes for

acknowledged by international human

disabilities due to the medical control of the

rights

progressive

same schemes and non-acknowledgment of

implementation rights, that is, they are

invisible disabilities such as a loss of

urgent and glaring. However, whenever the

sensitivity, chronic pain, psychosocial

government implements income transfer

impact of stigma and others as a disability.

programs to ensure a minimum standard of

Access to fundamental goods such

life to vulnerable populations during the

as food, energy to cook, clean water, soap,

crisis, persons affected by Hansen’s disease

masks, and other protection instruments is

are unable to access such programs either

strongly compromised for a vast majority of

due to eligibility criterion that do not

persons affected by Hansen's disease, and it

include them or because the programs do

results in shortages associated to the

not acknowledge additional disability costs,

historic marginalization and systematic

either because such programs are based on

discrimination against this group. Given

administrative services or bureaucratical

that many persons affected by Hansen’s

procedures

illiterate

disease, structurally excluded from the

populations or those with low educational

formal marketplace, fail to ensure income,

level, and for those living in remote zones.

added to the loss of key protection networks

In addition, there are cases when persons

for their survival in the context of the

affected by Hansen’s disease are excluded

quarantine and other measures of exception

from such programs because they do not

declared by the governments, they have

have personal cards, which violates their

been thrown into extreme poverty. The

civil and political rights. Concerning social

emptiness left by the government's inaction

welfare schemes, the ones that are regular

has been filled with the humanitarian help

and prior to this crisis, there are cases in

of non-government organizations and by

instruments

as

inaccessible

to

the

shutdown

of

public
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the organized civil society. However, such

population of elderly affected by Hansen’s

humanitarian help more efficiently reaches

disease. The latter violates the Principles

old Hansen’s disease colonies rather than

and

persons affected living in the community

discrimination against persons affected by

and is often based in fund collection

Hansen’s disease and their family members.

strategies that expose the image of persons

An even more disproportionate

affected in a way that can lead to a

impact of the current crisis within the group

throwback in the fight for dignity. In order

of persons affected by Hansen's disease

for a humanitarian action to reach all

entails women, immigrants and refugees,

persons affected as citizens and subjects of

the elderly, persons with disabilities and

rights, the government must take on its

persons living in remote areas, as well as

obligation in the rights protection field and

social struggles that, however urgent (such

develop

action

as the reunification of families in Japan

plans that must be based on social welfare

after a court victory in 2019 conquered by

schemes

contributive

the families of persons affected by Hansen's

schemes, and they should also have

disease that were compulsorily segregated

unconditional income transfer programs in

in the past) are now suspended either

place. In the long run, inclusion policies for

because of the quarantine and barriers

persons affected in the formal marketplace

placed against freedom of assembly and

will be required, in order to ensure rights

organization or to the suspension of justice

provided for in the Convention for Persons

systems. In addition, the information

with Disabilities and, in some cases, based

disclosed by governments for COVID-19

on

ensure

prevention is mostly not accessible by the

equality not only of opportunities, but also

most vulnerable populations. While the

of results. When it comes to old Hansen’s

world rehearses such a deep change, we

disease colonies, there is a wide range of

need to find means to ensure the right to life

situations, from institutional negligence

of persons affected by Hansen’s disease and

matching basic shortages of food, clean

their family members, without giving up the

water and instruments of hygiene and

fight for the right to human dignity. Lastly,

protection, including public management to

in order to guarantee both rights to every

ensure continued care and protection, until

single person affected by Hansen’s disease

public management that change part of such

and their family members, and not only to

structures in hospitals for COVID-19

those that are covered by the organized civil

patients,

society's action, we need to raise the voices

immediate-deployment

independent

affirmative

of

measures

endangering

that

the

resident

Guidelines

for

elimination

of
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of people's organizations that represent
persons affected by Hansen’s disease and
that demand that the government fulfills its
human rights obligations.
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Let’s come together and use our
collective strength to address
the COVID-19 pandemic
By Takahiro Nanri
Executive Director, Sasakawa Health Foundation
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I am concerned to see that
discrimination

against

coronavirus

His action and behavior were praised by
many people.

patients, their family members and even

I am wondering whether persons

health care workers treating them is

affected by HD can play a similar role?

frequently reported in many parts of the

Based on their experiences with HD,

world. This reminds me of the way that

they

persons affected by Hansen’s disease

consequences of discriminating on the

(HD) as well as their family members

basis of a disease. Governments could

have long suffered from stigma and

even make it as a “policy” to draw on the

discrimination, mainly because of the

experiences of the persons affected by

segregation policies implemented all

HD in order to stop such discrimination.

over the world until the mid-20th

This pandemic has affected many

century.

can

warn

society

of

the

people—whether through lost income,

HD is now curable and the

lost jobs, or in many other ways. The

human rights of persons affected by HD

fact is, this is not a problem affecting a

are officially recognized by the United

particular country or region, but is

Nations.

discrimination

playing out globally and the range of

against them is ongoing. In responding

“vulnerable groups” who are impacted

to COVID 19, shouldn’t we human

by COVID-19 is very wide.

However,

beings remember the lessons learned
from HD?

But here I would like to stress the
necessity of paying particular attention

I would like to introduce one

to the present situation of persons

person here. His name is Norman Y.

affected by HD. I would say that the

Mineta, who was U.S. Secretary of

persons affected by HD form one of the

Transportation when terrorists attacked

most vulnerable groups because they

the United States on September 11, 2001.

have been stigmatized and discriminated

Many Muslims living in the U.S. faced

against even before the pandemic. On

prejudice and discrimination as a result.

top of the challenges they already faced,

Mineta, who personally experienced

they now face additional challenges

being forcibly relocated to an internment

brought

camp for Japanese Americans during

adopted in many countries. If patients

World War II, called upon the American

find

people not to repeat the same mistakes.

diagnosis and treatment, they could be at

on

by

themselves

lockdown

unable

to

policies

access

risk of developing serious disabilities.
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For those who rely on a daily income that

“mechanism” to do so by encouraging a

has been cut off under the current crisis,

big entity like a government.

they are faced with the question of how

In order for governments to

to survive, and this could also lead to

properly recognize the necessity, further

mental health issues. Existing stigma

efforts should be made through active

and discrimination might interfere with

information dissemination to make more

them to access to existing social services

people aware of the fact that special

that are supposed be provided.

consideration needs to be given to

What kind of actions are required

persons affected by HD.

The key

to deal with these problems facing

message is that persons affected by HD

persons affected by HD? It is true that

should not be left behind. Regarding

emergency relief at the grassroots level,

advocacy

such as providing food, medicines and

dissemination, it is essential that external

other

is

partners and supporters provide the

important to quickly respond to urgent

necessary support, given the capacity

needs. However, because there are too

limitations of persons affected by HD

many targeted beneficiaries, these “pies”

themselves.

supplies

through

NGOs

and

information

are limited in reality. Therefore, what

Since many people face similar

should be prioritized is to inform policy

problems all over the world and absolute

makers as well as service providers that

resources are insufficient, there is not a

persons affected by HD are among the

short-term solution to completely solve

most

the problems that persons affected by

vulnerable

groups

severely

impacted by COVID-19. In other words,

HD are currently facing.

I therefore

we need to concentrate on conducting

propose first creating an “information

effective advocacy.

platform” where good practices of

If the services to support them

various actors can be collected and

already exist, proper access should be

shared among those interested in solving

guaranteed. Further actions should be

the problems that persons affected by

taken if such the services do not exist and

HD face, providing pointers as to how to

special measures are needed. Although

innovatively and effectively respond to

it may not be possible to deliver bread to

the crisis.

all the people through a single player, it

Partnership for Zero Leprosy (GPZL), a

should

consortium in which many stakeholders

be

possible

to

create

a

in

the

As Vice Chair of Global

leprosy

community

are
15

participating, I would like to propose that

would like to extend support to other

GPZL builds such a platform.

regions and countries by using this

I also would like to share my
thoughts as the Executive Director of the
Sasakawa Health Foundation.

model. We could even advocate it to
other donors.

Our

Last but not least, in order for us

dilemma is that we do not possess

to overcome this unprecedented crisis, I

enough resources to meet the demands

want to stress that everyone should

coming from every part of the world,

cooperate each other, and each party

simply because there are too many

should seriously consider maximizing its

potential beneficiaries.

Instead, the

strengths. My beloved boss, Mr. Yohei

Foundation at first plans to launch a

Sasakawa says, “One chopstick is easily

“model” project in responding to the

broken, but when 100 or 1,000 are

COVID-19 crisis. Focusing on a specific

bundled together, it’s a different story.”

region, we will cooperate with a trusted

What is needed right now is that we

partner and carry out a trial project

come together and draw on our collective

consisting of a package of key activities

strength. Even though each step we take

including emergency relief, advocacy

may be small, by going forward together

and information transmission.

we can more effectively tackle the

If the

project is implemented successfully, we

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Same anguish, urgent action: the
fight against COVID-19 in the view
of an activist for an end to
Hansen’s disease
By Artur Custódio
National Coordinator for Morhan
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In the midst of a personal turmoil,

mental health during social isolation.

caused by a fast-spreading throat cancer that

Having said that, we designed the action

forced me into isolation since October of

and articulation points with our nuclei.

2019, the new coronavirus pandemic
emerges. I found myself sentenced to face
new challenges, not only in my personal
journey against the other disease, but also in
my activism with my Morhan fellows. How
can we step up the fight given the new
urgencies?

IDEA, interpreted by

our

volunteers

Glaucia Maricato, Ana Sousa ande Carlos
Abelheira, we have noticed that the
situation is the same worlwide, and that we
are not alone in searching for solutions and
new paths.

Morhan Nacional had to endure new
challenges overnight, one of them being
keeping the group cohease, informed, and
supportive

After that, in meetings held by

toward

the

personal

and

collective tragedies that were – and still are
– taking place.

The Global Partnership for Zero
Hansen’s

Disease

initiative,

working

together with Dr. Alice Cruz, has held
several meetings with entities of persons
affected. We need more and more to give
the persons affected a voice.

Once we detected some of our nuclei
had started assistive activities, we initiated

Inspired by the writings authored by
Luciana Lopes and Alan Rossi, entitled

and are still holding a number of online

“Diseases

meetings, by using digital technologies to

pharmaceutical industry,” we noticed that

get activists and strategies closer together,
as well as foster the organization of new
practices.

are

neglected

by

the

one of the strategies for persons affected by
Hansen’s disease not become invisible, it
would be important to make a comparison

The basis of the movement needed a

between the COVID-19 social isolation and

go-ahead to perform activities such as

the Hansen’s disease isolating stigma and

delivering food kits, hygiene and cleaning

segregation of the past and of today.

items, home-made masks, including others.
We have also realized a gap in access to
medication, shortage of new diagnoses,
rehabilitation activities, not to mention the
struggle

against

stigma,

social

and

economic reinsertion, and the issue of

I witness people of Morhan that
have had the disease being faced with
situations such as isolation, whether they
are vulnerable or not, whether they will
have a job or not, whether they will have
food or not, whether they are putting their
18

families at risk or not... Daily feelings that

We have started going live internationally,

have already been felt, old friends. The

where we exchange experiences and

difference is that, disregarding those that

affection. We will soon be doing Morhan’s

deny

first online demonstration, demanding

the

pandemic,

all

of

us

are

experiencing this.

attention to the persons affected by

The hope for a really healing
medicine and a vaccine compares to the

Hansen’s disease and celebrating Morhan’s
39th anniversary.

hope we have for Hansen’s disease, that

Another point of concern is that

attracts poor investment in research. The

social inequality and Hansen’s disease go

fear of sequels and stigma are the ghosts of

hand in hand, and the existing social issues

those that had COVID-19, that are also

get worse and worse. But, at the moment,

presente in the lives of persons affetcted by

we need to protect lives and Morhan will do

Hansen’s disease.

its utmost in that regard. We cannot afford

Again,

Alice

Cruz,

the

UN

to have wrongful policies, on behalf of na

Rapporteur for Hansen’s disease, said, and

economic elite, generating more deaths,

I quote, “We need to give persons affected

pain, and suffering.

by Hansen’s disease a voice”. And we need
it yesterday.
And because we believe in the
urgency of voicing persons affected by
Hansen’s disease, Morhan has initiated a
series of Facebook and YouTube lives. That

The movement’s volunteer lawyers
are committed to six national lawsuits,.
Morhan’s intense communication activities
seek

to

decrease

the

secondary

consequences that food donation campaigns
can generate in the stigma.

is one more way to keep united and present,

We need to make sure that both

in spite of this moment of isolation and

society and government are mindful of

concern.

neglected peoples and the diseases they can

The main purpose of our virtual

catch.

meetings is to discuss several topics

Before saying goodbye, here is one

regarding Hansen’s disease, and to link and

more critical Reading tip for this moment.

compare that with COVID-19. Testimonials

In the book “Ensaio sobre a pandemência –

of persons affected, entertainment and

Quando personagens e micróbios da

information with volunteer artists help

ficção-científica saem dos filmes e invadem

enrich and set a peculiar tone to our lives.

o planeta (An essay on pandementia –
19

When

science fiction

characters and

microbials come out of films and invade the
planet)” – not published in English,
Professor Luis Castiel analyzes wrongful
narratives that will only cause panic and
misinformation in the population.
Lastly, Morhan keeps fighting for
nearly 40 years, hoping to build a fairer
society. Regarding COVID-19, the point is
what to do next. Will we discuss society’s
reconstruction

under

parameters

that

contributed toward this chaos? Or are we
going to make a new society, one more
loving, based on life, planet preservation,
and human beings.
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It has never been so hard to deny
a hug – notes on social isolation
By Faustino Pinto
National Coordinator for Morhan
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I am not afraid of diseases. I've

On my own. And life did run its

had many wrong diagnostics up until the

course, but now the way I expected it to

confirmation that I had Hansen’s disease,

be.

I got treatments both for what I had and
also for what I did not have. And I faced
all of those problems fearlessly and
bravely.

locked up, trapped inside our own home.
Not that anyone forced us to do it, but it
was the right thing to do (and still is, as I

But there is something new out
there.

Overnight, we found ourselves

These social isolation

write these lines), in order to protect my

days

son, Josué Faustino, and for me. He is a

because of the COVID-19 pandemic

13-year-old preteen, and I am a 49-year-

have changed my life completely: awe,

old

fear, self-doubt, uncertainties, feeling of

problems. There was no way out for us

powerlessness given the whole chaos.

but social isolation. These have been

Those emotions took over my mind.

difficult days, full of anguish and fear.

man

with

chronic

breathing

And to think that, in January, I

The other day, I went to the

was ahead of the world campaign “A

supermarket and it has never been so

Hansen's

with

hard to deny a hug. In the parking lot, I

Knowledge and Love,” creating content

meet a friend I have not seen in over 15

in record time, my mind was thriving

years. He is selling masks at the front

with so many ideas. I wanted to travel

door. He looks at me, and even though he

throughout Brazil and enthusiastically

was using a mask, I can see his wide-

try and encourage our Morhan volunteer

open smile and satisfaction as we

activists... But, as if it were a doomsday

recognizes me. He reaches out in

Hollywood film, we suddenly started to

immense joy, but I have to say, "No, I

receive bad breaking news from all over

can't shake hands." He replies, "We can’t

the world. In the beginning, I wanted to

shake hands, but I’m going to hold you."

think it was nothing but a bad dream, and

That was the tightest hug I was given in

someone would wake me up any time

almost a month of social isolation. Hugs

soon.

are prohibited, but not in my mind. In my

Disease-Free

World

Unfortunately, I was assigned the
task of waking myself up. I had to get up.

heart, I just couldn't say no. Regardless
of how dreadful I am of this disease, I
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have not yet learned to say no. I don't

beings so detached from their lives and

think I will ever learn, so I have to

from loved ones. They lack any sense of

remain isolated until it is safe to simply

collectivity, of caring for oneself and

shake hands, kiss, and hug again. I like

others.

the feel, I see a lot of truth in these acts,
but I know that at the moment I have to
make an effort and believe the words.

On the other hand, there are a lot
of people doing good. This chaos
awakened the spirit of collectivity and

I am unafraid of diseases. I am

generosity in many people; while for

incredibly brave. My fear at that moment

others, it just moved them further in

has a meaning and a reason: Josué, my

order to promote the well-being of the

son. If I pass away while he is so still

less favored. Feelings, concerns, and

young, so helpless, living in a world with

care are translated in each food kit,

and after the coronavirus.

masks, hygiene items, sanitizer donation.

We know that the world we used
to know will never be the same. Whoever
wins this battle will have to be much

Generous health professionals give their
most precious asset – life – to the
suffering victims COVID-19.

stronger than before. Looking at your

But sometimes in the midst of all

child every day and not being able to see

that dread, there are some sparks of hope.

a better future for him in a chaotic world,

And we need to let ourselves be burned

lets any parent in the situation that I find

by that spark to continue with some

myself terrified of.

confidence. Even though I know that the

It bothers me to see that people
do not respect social isolation, disobey
science, and spread nonsense. To see
people out in the squares, in the
supermarkets, on the streets, jostling in
agglomerations without any protection
or distance is crazy! The growing
number of infected and deaths does not
seem to be enough to make people aware
that this is not a cold, but a disease that
kills, that devastates people's lives. I

world is changing and that it will change
much more, I want to believe in the
articles I read and the newscasts I see
telling us that we are closer to a cure and
a vaccine. And should that happen, I
know that alive and together we do our
utmost to fix this virus’ wrongs. As for
the hearts shattered by COVID-19, we
will support each other and try to ease the
pain. Staying at home is terrible, but it is
necessary. To paraphrase my mother,

refuse to believe that there are human
23

“The good it does is temporary, its evil is
not permanent.”
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People affected by Hansen’s
disease and the Covid-19
pandemic: In-context Thoughts
By Paula Soares Brandão
Coordinator of the research and extension core
of Morhan and Professor of Nursing
In Public Health at the State University of Rio de Janeiro
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On March 25, 2020, I shared my

disease in Brazil and in the world are.

concerns and perceptions about the

Then I hope to tailor the wishes

possible effects of the COVID-19

presented in the letter to others that

pandemic

by

emerged after their writing. Finally, I

Hansen`s disease, through a letter

will reflect on the limits and possibilities

addressed to Mrs. Alice Cruz, the UN

of persons affected by Hansen’s disease

Special Rapporteur. This letter was

in the context of the COVID-19

translated into English and published on

pandemic.

on

people

affected

the Facebook page of the mandate of the

In the beginning it was chaos and

Special Rapporteur for the Rights of

we were already part of it. Most persons

Persons Affected by Hansen’s disease

affected by Hansen’s disease are part of

and their Families. In addition, the letter

a select group – the ones (in)visible and

was shared with world-wide leaders such

neglected by society. Invisible to the

as the International Federation of Anti-

lenses of public policies, visible to the

Hansen’s disease associations (ILEP)

stigma and discrimination associated

and Global Partnership Zero Hansen’s

with the disease and neglected as part of

disease (GPZL). The letter, the note from

the collectivity. Brazil has remained

the Brazilian Society of Hansenology,

among the countries that concentrate the

agendas born in meetings such as those

largest number of cases of the disease for

of the Morhan and the International

decades. For many, we are still seen as a

Association for Integration, dignity and

number or a case. We are recognized by

Economic Advance (IDEA) are the

the signs or symptoms of the disease and

motto of the thoughts presented here.

not by whom we are (our history of life,

For each point presented, I

family, affection, work, spirituality and

believe that there are several points of

daily life). And if we are not be

view, so I write about what I know, what

considered

I am unsure of, about the questions and

(SINAN¹), due to the programmed

concerns of a woman affected by

discharge due to the completion of the

Hansen’s disease, in “social isolation”

polychemotherapy treatment (PCT), we

for more than thirty days, home officing

also cease to exist as aa piece of

and caring for those who are dear to me

information even if we remain ill due to

– my family, friends, fellows, and

Hansen’s disease reactions or to changes

students. My first point is the perception

in the degree of physical disability after

of who we persons affected by Hansen’s

treatment. In the midst of the sum of

a

number

any

longer
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vulnerabilities – individual, social and

boiling element of chaos rather than

programmatic –, we have to ask

chaos itself.

ourselves: Who are these persons

Normally, the new generates

affected by Hansen’s disease? Where do

expectations, fears, and uncertainties.

they live? What do they eat? What are

When a child starts walking, it is

their jobs? How do they live/survive?

expected to fall, stand up and keep

The relationship between poverty

trying. At some point, you will walk, and

and illness by Hansen’s disease has been

we will no longer remember the crawling

present for centuries in humanity.

phase. However, until this happens, the

However, the classic question “What

parents (especially the first-time ones)

comes first, the egg or the chicken?”

will fear the falls and think about the

does not apply to this situation. Poverty

possible and tragic scenarios. This is by

or

living

far the worst example, to think of the fear

conditions (which include the right to

generated by a disease caused by a virus

housing, education, work, income, food,

and transmitted by droplets (both

freedom of expression, security, access

invisible to the naked eye), by the simple

to goods and health services) can both

fact that we have difficulties in working

increase the chances of becoming ill and

with what has never been described or

worsen the problems or diseases that

studied

the

absence

of

decent

before,

considering

the

Hansen’s

magnitude of this situation. However,

disease. A person affected by Hansen’s

the world has lived through other

disease who is in the context of poverty

pandemics, and why does this one

or extreme poverty is more exposed to

frighten us so much?

already

exist,

including

situations such as: living in unhealthy

The globalization of technology,

housing, unemployment or informal

communication and information allows

work, hunger or malnutrition, the lack of

us to access in real time information

information or lack of understanding

anywhere in the world by simply

information due to the language used,

touching the cell phone, the computer,

violence (of domestic, urban, and/or and

television or radio. Information that was

gender nature) and hard time accessing

previously restricted to a group of

diagnoses and treatments to improve

scientists, experts, politicians and/or

physical and mental health. In this sense,

professionals in a given area was then

for the persons affected and their

disseminated in accessible language,

families, the COVID-19 pandemic is a

often without filter or sometimes false
27

information

(fake

news).

A

new

professional has come to exist – Dr.

ghosts and fears of a dark and recent past
linked to to falling ill.

Google – and, under its guidance, the

The way in which information is

possibility of questioning the experts,

passed is not based on equity or social

doubting the conduct and proposing new

justice. People are to blame for walking

alternatives,

our

on the streets, for not using homemade

understanding of the subject. The new

masks or washing hands, which are

(COVID-19) has become the main topic

considered essential in preventing the

of all globalized communication and

spread of the new coronavirus. In this

information channels. In January 2020

way, we return to the discussion of chaos

there were but just a few news, but since

from the public policy standpoint. The

February it gained growing space in all

COVID-19 pandemic has caused long-

media sources and took the lives of lay

standing political, economic, and social

or professional by storm.

problems to erupt. The health issue is the

according

to

That shattering particle of chaos

end of the line of chaos and not the

was heated by the media and by new

beginning, contrary to what many may

information every minute, among them

think. The economic model guided by

the measure of social distancing and

capitalism and ultra-neoliberal policies

isolation. Sometimes, I wonder if those

widened the abyss between the rich and

with little information are actually

the poor. Wars, forced migration,

blessed? Excessive information, the

environmental disasters and pandemics

social

inherent

are the result of the production and

situations that the living conditions have

reproduction of a public policy model

caused

based on the capital-owning minority.

isolation

many

and

persons

the

affected

by

Hansen’s disease and their families (as

In

this

context,

the

health

well as others in similarity) to become ill

situation emerges as the worst crisis. The

or worsen their pre-existing conditions,

number of people who develop Severe

including those related to mental health.

Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) is

Depression, anxiety, and even attempted

alarming. The elderly and people with

suicide include the list of problems.

comorbidities are still more affected and

People affected by internalized stigma,

the ones that die the most, but we

social stigma, and discrimination have

observed an increased number of severe

come to live in isolation, living with

cases and deaths in the adult population
aged between 30 and 60. This startles us
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for many reasons. We persons affected

turn into profit. Profit should be

by Hansen’s disease can be in this group

incompatible with human health, but that

of comorbidities, especially when we

is not how it works.

find

ourselves

mid

treatment

for

There is an imminent risk of

Hansen’s disease reaction. The fear for

shortage

our lives and those we love pervades

polychemotherapy, because a single

daily news about deaths by COVID-19

country is responsible for its production,

and the inability of the health system to

and the World Health Organization is

cope with the growing number of cases.

responsible for

The lack of adequate structure and

multinational company produces the

inputs, the insufficient supply of beds

medicines and “donates” it. There is no

and professionals capable of providing

such thing as free lunch here. There are

quality attention to all who are ill are

interests other than finance or profit, but

problems triggered by the pandemic, but

manipulation and market guarantees.

old friends of those who need urgent,

Since the 1980s, we have the same PCT

emergency or intensive care.

and the investment in research for new

of

Hansen’s

disease

its distribution.

A

Field hospitals are being built,

drugs and technologies of care for

but not at the same speed as China’s.

Hansen’s disease and other neglected

This brings us back to the issue of

diseases remains on the low side.

technology,

mentioned

Hansen’s disease treatment reaction

earlier. We are awaiting the arrival of

drugs are faced with the same problem.

respirators from China to equip our

The pandemic and the difficulty of

hospitals and expand the capacity of beds

supply make us think: When will we

for severe COVID-19 patients. Recently,

have new technologies to treat Hansen’s

there was a dispute over the supply of

disease and Hansen’s disease reaction?

surgical

China.

When will we be able to access these

Technologies in tests, vaccines and drugs

technologies? And how will we solve the

all being studied, tested and propagated

shortage of PCT during the pandemic if

from the epicenter of the pandemic. My

distribution does not happen, due to the

question is: What enables a country to

shutdown

produce technologies and to hold some

highways?

which

masks

was

from

of

airports,

ports

and

of them? Science should widely be open

The last issue is the bridge to the

and widespread. However, patenting

globalization of social mobility. Humans

generates power and money. Money can

have always moved. The primitive
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peoples, hunters and collectors, migrated

up of people affected by Hansen’s

through the territories in search of food

disease. In some places across the

and

country,

security.

Today,

displacement

where

treatment

is

not

happens for political, economic, and

decentralized, people face a double

social reasons. The economic migrant,

access barrier: A geography configured

the person in a refugee situation, the

by the need for travel and care, given the

former patriate, and the tourist are

prioritization of COVID-19 cases. Allied

different modalities of displacement and

to that, recommendation says that drugs

migration. The virus was not brought to

for reaction and PCT are to be released

Brazil by people living in poverty.

for up to three months, considering

Instead, it arrived by plane and spread

municipal, state, or national guidelines

the very moment employees shared the

for drug provision. People may not die

same room with their bosses. The spread

from COVID-19, but they are at risk of

was mobility-based, when a worker

becoming

needs to take two to three means of

management and follow-up of reactional

transport to and from work, given the

conditions. Some may say that this

precarity of public transport. When

already happens – in fact, inadequate

workers need to commute from small to

management and incapacities are present

big cities because of job supply. When a

in health services, but are not frequently

health professional (doctors, nurses,

updated after PCT. There will be an

nursing technicians, elderly caregivers,

increase in three areas: Diagnosis,

among others) needs to have more than

treatment and post-discharge. We will

one job in order to have a decent salary.

need to be aware of the need to expand

This same worrying mobility in terms of

rehabilitation and surveillance capacity

access to healthcare for persons affected

to the cases that the moment will require.

by Hansen’s disease.

disabled

by

inadequate

And finally, I would like to think

Due to the pandemic, many

about the possibilities and limits of

primary healthcare units (municipal

persons affected by Hansen’s disease to

centers, health centers, and family health

face the pandemic COVID-19. I believe

strategy)

the

that the best solutions arise from

population's basic healthcare, with a

everyday life and community life.

view to prioritizing care for people with

However, there are issues that require

confirmed flu syndrome and/or COVID-

public

19. The restriction included the follow-

interventions. As part of the microcosm,

restricted

access

to

policies

and

government
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persons affected by Hansen’s disease

The social distancing caused by the

organized in entities have performed

pandemic has been diminished by the use

actions such as the distribution of

of

homemade

kits,

technologies, but this action is not

and

enough to reduce the structural problems

information disclosure. As for the

of society as reported. In a process of

macrocosm, these people have been

continued

fighting to guarantee rights and improve

mediation, it is expected that this whole

both health and social care,

and

process will teach us a lesson and ground

through

transformation towards a world free of

masks,

psychoemotional

eliminate

food
support

discrimination

political and programmed interventions

communication and

training,

information

advocacy

and

Hansen’s disease and with more love.

at both national and international levels.
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Isolation (or isolations)
and their lessons
By Francilene Mesquita
Volunteer and Coordinator of Morhan Piauí

Text originally published on Dahw Brasil's portal, May 15, 2020, check out
https://www.dahw.org.br/2020/05/15/isolamento/
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On February 26, 2020, the first

Many people working informally who

diagnosed case of coronavirus was announced

need to go to the street to offer and sell their

in Brazil, and the numbers began to appear

products have been harmed because, who will

timidly. In my state of Piauí, on March 19, the

they be offering their products to?

first 3 cases were reported. Today we have

The vast majority of the population is

1,443 cases, and in Brazil, as of May 14, there

complying with the Ministry of Health

are already 192,000 cases.

recommendations,

they

are

at

The WHO declared a pandemic and

home. Microentrepreneurs who have access to

made a number of recommendations, one of

delivery technology will come out of this, say,

which called for social isolation and thus

a little better.

people from various countries could isolate

In the outside world, I see and suffer

themselves comfortably at home - those who

with hundreds, thousands of people dying

have a home...

without at least having the right to family visit.

The street population was subjected to

Many go into coma. Health professionals have

their own lot. There are no open restaurants,

a hard mission to inform family members that

there are no people walking in the streets to

they will not even be able to say farewell, or

offer them a friendly hand, but we saw on TV

see you soon…

gestures of solidarity from the Brazilian people
of various places. I should mention here the

What I see…

people of Recife that donated personal hygiene
and food items.

Stories

The health professionals had no basic

wanting

to

repeat

themselves….

personal protection equipment in the outside

In the past, even in the first half of the

world, and in my state of Piauí a group of

20th century, there was a measure of

solidary people set up a campaign to collect

compulsory isolation where people were taken

materials for making aprons and masks for

from their families and were separated from

health professionals who are on the front line.

healthy people to curb the transmission of

A great journalist from Piauí was one

Hansen’s disease, a measure then called

of the infected persons. He was intubated and

“leprosy prophylaxis” which was actually a

the entire TV Newsroom went into quarantine

sanitization of society, as parents could no

– and once again the solidarity of my

longer see their children and vice versa. Many

northeastern

action.

were sentenced to their own fate. Spaces were

Viewers received news updates through TV

built. Actual walls were built, called colonies,

Recife.

and they still exist Brazil-wide: Santa

people

comes

into
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Marcelina Colony, Santa Isabel Colony,

we cannot even hold or kiss each other, or

Carpina Colony, Santo Angelo Colony, among

shake hands.…

so many others who have housed people for a

When we need to go out and meet

treatment that had no cure yet. But today, there

someone by chance, I have feelings of

is no longer compulsory isolation. Treatment is

rejection, separation, isolation. It is inevitable

made at the outpatient level, but unfortunately

– I immediately link that to what people

people in Hansen’s disease treatment still face

undergoing Hansen’s disease treatment go

society rejection firsthand. Most people who

through.

were isolated still reside in the colonies. They

For us Brazilians, physical contact is

are healed. Physical sequels remained, and

natural and essential because it is through this

psychologically the walls still resist filled with

physical contact that we exchange energy,

society prejudice.

show our feelings, thus often relieving a

I am Francilene Mesquista. Someone

stressful day with a hug.

should already know my history as a former

That is going to happen, it is up to US!

patient of diagnosed and cured Hansen’s

We are crossing a very delicate

disease a few years ago. I also have a daughter

moment when it comes to politics and public

who was diagnosed and cured. When I think

health. In this context, anything can happen.

she could have been separated from my family,

While the outside world is begging us to stay

that hurts me a lot. I have met people and heard

at home, the president of Brazil wants

accounts from people living in the Carpina

Brazilians to face the virus in order to save the

Colony here in Piauí, I heard a segregation

economy. But let us not forget that without us,

story of true social isolation.

in a productive and alive state, there is no

And where I want to get…

economy whatsoevert.

Today, in the midst of the COVID-19

Let us stay at home, or we can bring a

pandemic, I see people complaining, but they

past history back. If we return to normal life in

can opt for social isolation comfortably at

the midst of the pandemic, people will get sick,

home. I see worried householders who do not

we will be exposed to the virus, the National

know what to do to provide for their families

Health System will not handle that many cases

because they do not have a job. Some get

and more people will die. I fear that the

desperate, because they will remain jobless for

government's measures are catastrophic to the

a quarantine period of 30, 40 days or more. We

extent that we see a repeat of bygone times.

do not know for sure.
We

cannot

Stay at home, given that we have the
visit

our

relatives,

opportunity to choose. We will help those who

grandparents cannot see their grandchildren,
34

do not have means of survival. Do your part as
a human being.
That is how we will survive 2020.
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COVID-19 x Hansen’s disease:
The portrait of two isolations I
By Valdenora Rodrigues
Morhan National Coordination

Text adapted by the communicator Nanda Duarte
from an audio report.
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At that time when all of our lives

It’s even worse because we no longer see

were changed by the pandemic, I must

people, or touch them. The isolation we had

admit that I can’t tell if I am doing well,

back in the day made us miss our families,

because for me it was a very radical change.

but we could see other people. For example,

A change in my routine. I always said,

as a child I felt that heartbreak, which would

jokingly, that I am “a countryside person,”

burn from inside, longing for my brothers

but I also like to see people and hear noises,

and my family, but there were those people

I like to interact when I’m doing a job, to

who were segregated together with us. Still

smile, to talk. In the community, I had daily

as a child, I was placed in a pavilion called

contact with people and counted on their

“the girls' pavilion”, I was about twelve or

contributions. And today I am in such a

thirteen years old, I went to live in that

moment that I feel everything. I can feel

pavilion after having lived with this couple.

what is causing this, you know? Let me tell

So there I already felt safer, with those girls

you about the hitches... Other than on the

who cared for me and I cared for them... We

phone, where we hear people’s voices, or in

were there, everyone was together. I tried to

other similar things, not being able to touch

adapt to that environment.

or even see other people, does bring back
that moment of being in isolation (again).

But today, I cannot receive visits, or
go out (unless necessary). So, I'm feeling

I do not have a big family. My

very, very only. That moment when you cry

family, today, is me and Edigilson (my ex-

and cry because you cannot talk to anyone,

husband who I take care of because he

you cannot see that person. For me, that is

contracted a pathology that causes lung

the difference. Even my participation in

deficiency). Today he lives under care and

Morhan's lives [the movement is having

survives with the oxygen bullets we have

weekly live online broadcasts to discuss

inside the house, so that he can still fight for

several issues and maintain militancy

his life. So I took on that responsibility. And

socialization], for me it is not easy, I find it

my son Valter, who no longer lives with me,

difficult to interact at that moment. I lost

then at my household, it’s just myself and

that initiative and the desire to be there, I'm

this elderly man.

not having that desire, because I want to see

For me, this isolation here is even

all those people! You miss many faces and

worse than the one I have lived [due to the

many looks. I think that is why humans need

Hansen’s

of

face-to-face contact, so I just cannot feel

isolation, Valdenora was one of the

happy. I am not happy. There are moments

compulsorily segregated people in Brazil].

of despair, that anguish, that emotional side

disease

isolation

policy
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makes you cry because you miss someone

any longer, they just text each other. I can

and cannot see anyone.

feel it, I really can.

Not even the television will help.
You watch a show and there is so much
going on, so I keep thinking I might get sick
out of the blue, that I might catch that virus.
That is how I feel. In the face of what I see
in the news, I just keep waiting, it seems that
it is a permanent wait.
In general, when you have a family
that comes from a larger environment, I
think things are different. My experience is
from this small environment, which is my
family and this loneliness. The loneliness
that causes this despair. We end up waiting
for everything to happen.
If I survive, if I survive all this, if we
can get over this situation, we will have to
work on the psychological issue again. For
example: the demand for support that we
have for Morhan here in Amazonas
involves many elderly people, and I used to
go out every weekend to visit these people,
especially those who already have visual or
physical sequels, or are unable to walk. So I
do miss those days, and so do they.
But there is a difference in that of
colony times isolation. There, we arrived in
the colony and talked to that person. There,
I missed my family as I now miss my
friends. But there were many of us. It used
to be sad, too, but we had these people
around us, who we could talk to and hold.
And today, people do not hold each other
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COVID-19 x Hansen’s disease:
The portrait of two isolations II
By Nelson Pereira Flores
Morhan volunteer and resident of the former
Santa Isabel Colony (city of Betim, state of Minas Gerais)

Text adapted by the communicator Nanda Duarte
from an audio report.
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I

am from Aguas Vermelhas,

16, the disease reemerged, and I had to

northeast of Minas Gerais, near Bahia. I

come back. Then I understood that this

lived there until the age of 12. After that, I

would be my world until the last moment of

was forced, due to Hansen’s disease, to

my life.

come to the Santa Isabel Colony in 1955.

And

today?

Covid-19

is

a

The colony was an enclosed space, and

frightening disease because the defense

there were many people... Many colonies

against it is isolation. It has been 60 days

were open in Brazil at the time of Getulio

since I and my wife are isolated. My wife is

Vargas1 to isolate people affected by

a person I met still in my childhood, we

Hansen’s disease.

arrived here in the colony as children, we

This [the Santa Isabel Colony] was
the largest in Brazil. The colony was

got married and now we have been married
for 53 years.

enclosed, there were only internal people,

This disease is taking lives, killing

controlled by the state in a way that we did

many people, and causing suffering and

not find to be correct. But there was no other

concern for humanity. I hope that soon,

option. The colonies were the only place for

science will be able to develop a vaccine

the Hansen’s disease carrier to live in peace,

that will come to immunize and remove

because it was a kind of city. There were

from the world that evil which is the virus.

over 96,000 residents from the 1950s up

In the comparison between the

until around the 1960s. The negative side

isolation by the coronavirus and the

was the fact that we were forced to leave

isolation of the colonies, this time it is even

relatives. Children left parents, fathers left

sadder! We are isolated in our own homes,

children, children left their mothers and

in the colony we were isolated in a city,

brothers. But there was also another funny

where we had our companions, we had fun,

side. There was a cinema, bars, carnival at

we played football... There were stores to

the

buy things and work. We had freedom

right

entertainment;

time,
fruit

theater,
orchards,

football,
orange,

within that world.

tangerine, jabuticaba2, many others. The

The previous isolation took away

biggest fun for me in particular, I arrived

my freedom as an ordinary citizen, but

there as a child, was the school. The little I

within that isolation I had the right to come

could learn was inside the colony. I grew up

and go - although I had to obey rules of

here, then I returned to my land at the age of

1

Former Brazilian president.

2

A Brazilian fruit.
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discipline, I could not break orders,
otherwise I would be punished.
It is true that within the colonies
there was a lot of violence and aggression,
misunderstanding with certain patients. But
this isolation from coronavirus is much
more violent than what I suffered. So you
cannot buy the isolations, it's very difficult,
because that is an uncertain thing, I don't
know how long it is going to last. But I'm in
my house, my wife is with me too. You have
to have a lot of faith in God, a lot of
emotional control, you have to have
conscious contact with God, with divine
mercy, because we are old (I am 77 years
old and my wife is 74). So, see, if we are
elderly, we have to be cautious, free of visits
and with all care against this virus.
When I was a child in the colony, I
had many friends, there was school, theater,
a whole life. The colonies provided a
structure for us to live well within their
boundaries in a certain way. Now, it is a
completely different isolation. Back in the
day, I could not live in society because of
Hansen’s disease, today I cannot do so
because of covid-19. But I do not want that
either: I have the freedom to experience my
own isolation. In the past, they would
isolate me because society did not want to
contaminate itself through me, today I
isolate myself so as not to contaminate me.
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What does the history of Hansen’s
disease and separated children
have to teach to preserve and
promote human rights during the
coronavirus crisis?
By Pedro Pulzatto Peruzzo
Volunteer lawyer for Morhan, professor of the stricto sensu Graduate
Program in Human Rights and Social Development at the
Pontifical Catholic University of Campinas (PUC-Campinas),
General Consultant of the Human Rights Commission for the
Sao Paulo chapter of the Brazilian Bar Association (2019-2020)
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We are living a pandemic1 because

legislative,

judicial,

and

international

of the coronavirus. The way in which the

cooperation actions to repair the damage

virus spreads, the high level of contagious

suffered by thousands of people. These

diseases and the number of deaths has

practices were 1- the isolations and

generally imposed on institutions and

compulsory hospitalization and 2- the

society a number of measures which, at

separation of children from those affected

first, are seen as restrictions on human

by the disease due to the isolations.

rights.

However,

on

the

These practices brought damage

represent

the

hard to repair, torture, traumas caused by

protection and promotion of these rights

sexual abuse, destruction of families,

inherent to all human beings.

prejudice and stigma that still remain rooted

perspective,

they

depending
may

In this document, my goal is to make
a brief historical reversion of the legislation

in society, from terminology2 to fear and
ignorance of the disease.

that guided the so-called “Hansen’s disease

This public policy that has caused a

prophylaxis policy” in the 20th century

systematic violation of human rights has

Brazil, so as to analyze some of the

much to teach us in times of a coronavirus

measures imposed by governments on all

pandemic, Especially if we consider that

people around the world due to the

Brazil has not yet managed to provide an

coronavirus. This is because the public

effective response to the issue of Hansen’s

policy for Hansen’s disease that was in

disease, and that the groups of people

force in Brazil between December 31, 1923

affected by the disease and separated

and December 31, 1986, was marked by two

children are engaged in national and

practices that can be framed today among

international

the most serious human rights violations in

judicial battles,3in the search for an integral

the country’s history. They have initiated

reparation to their dignity. In addition, there

1

patients with Hansen’s disease in a basic health unit
in Rio de Janeiro showed that many of these patients
- even if they were undergoing treatment - were
really in doubt whether the disease was leprosy or
not, despite the fact that they refer to the two
categories indistinctively (Claro, 1995). It may be
that thirty years is not enough time to consolidate a
social representation of Hansen’s disease. In
addition, there is no ongoing investment in social
marketing to make the new terminology better
known.” (OLIVEIRA et. al, 2003).

The term pandemic does not have a precise
definition. WHO has used the term considering the
high level of spread, the international spread of the
disease, the number of serious cases and the
inadequacy of the response. (see also WHO, 11
March 2020).
2

Maria Leide Wand-del-Rey de Oliveira and others,
in this regard, concluded the following: “Based on
the theory of social representation, we can conclude
that Hansen's disease is part of a process of
modernizing common sense, anchored in the
traditional representation of leprosy. The results of
studies on social representation carried out in

political,

legislative

and

3

MORHAN has filed a civil public action in the
Federal Court of Sao Paulo, with nationwide
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is collective anxiety about immediate

Law No. 610/1949 intensified the

solutions that violate the rights of some

policy of isolation of parents and children.

under the false pretext of promoting the

Isolation was done per the decisions of the

rights of others.

health authority and was also intended for

The main point, therefore, of

patients who, under the law, could not

analysis and comparison will be the

obtain the resources needed for their own

question of compulsory isolation in patient-

livelihoods or who were carriers of what the

specific areas and the consequences of such

law called “impressive stigmas of Hansen’s

isolation, particularly the destruction of

disease.” In other words, isolation, and the

families.

consequent separation of isolated parents

1- Serious human rights violations

and children occurred even in relation to

arising from the “Hansen’s disease

people who were already cured and who had

prophylaxis policy”

been left with impressive and unbearable

During the years of 1923 to 1986,

injuries to a society full of stigma and

based on Decree No. 16,300/1923 and Law

prejudice. It is noteworthy that those who

No. 610/1949, the Brazilian government

could afford used to be isolated in their own

implemented a public health policy based

homes, which preserved family bonds and,

on compulsory isolation and the separation

as we will see below, provided better

of children from persons affected by

conditions to treat the disease.

Hansen’s disease (Mycobacterium leprae).

On August 4, 1975, Presidential

Isolation hospitals were already provided

Decree No. 76,078 defined a new name for

for in the previous legislation, but with the

the National Leprosy Division and the

approval of the National Department of

National Company against Leprosy, which

Health Regulations, through Decree No.

changed to the following denomination,

16,300/1923, the isolation policy was

respectively: National Division of Sanitary

consolidated and, along with it, the

Dermatology

separation of parents and children (Article

against

128, XIV and Article 148, point “f”).

Ordinance no. 165, from the Ministry of

and

National

Campaign

Hansen’s

disease.

In

1976,

Health, which, in addition to forbidding the

validity, seeking complete reparation for the
damages suffered by the separated children. In 2019,
the Federal Public Defender’s Office joined the
process and since the beginning the Federal
Prosecution Service has supported the continuity and
the action, which has not yet ended. In addition,

MORHAN and other groups and movements of
children and persons affected by Hansen’s disease
have worked with the legislative Assemblies of
States for the approval of child-indemnity laws, as
has already occurred in the state of Minas Gerais.
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term ‘leprosy’, guaranteed the provision of

damage that directly impacted life projects

mechanisms for adequate diagnosis and

and left permanent injuries in the two

treatment in public health services and no

groups of victims, that is, the people

longer in leprosariums. In addition, this

affected by the disease (due to the neural

administrative rule established the objective

lesions

of “eliminating false concepts regarding the

impediments and tortures suffered) and

high contagious disease, its inaccessibility

separate children (due to separation, torture,

and

and4 abandonment).

compulsoriness

of

the

patient's

that

generated

long-term

hospitalization”, considering that Hansen’s

Despite the legislation of 1968 and

disease is not transmitted by simple contact,

1976 and all the scientific techniques

requiring

known

permanent

contact,

pre-

worldwide

in

health

issues,

disposition to the disease and low immunity

compulsory isolations and separation of

(MINISTRY

2019.1;

parents and children were practiced as a

MINISTRY OF HEALTH, 2019.2) and 2-

public policy for leprosy in Brazil until

is fully curable and may not leave any

1986, according to numerous patient

sequel if timely diagnosed and correctly

reports. The perpetuation of compulsory

treated.

isolation associated with stigma5 led to the

OF

HEALTH,

Both the isolation and separation of

adoption of an indemnifying law in Brazil

parents and children were marked by

in 2007, recognizing the serious human

episodes of torture, sexual abuse, unlawful

rights violations resulting from this policy.

deprivation of liberty, physical punishment,

Law No. 11,520/2007 provided for

and state negligence in relation to the re-

the right to grant special pensions as a form

adaptation of the affected people so that

of symbolic reparation for the serious

they

human

could

live

autonomously

after

rights

violations

of

the

treatment. These serious human rights

approximately 10,000 people affected by

violations were responsible for physical,

Hansen’s disease who were subjected to

mental, emotional, material, and social

compulsory isolation and hospitalization

4

disabilities and also on Hansen’s disease is Erving
Goffman. Goffman (2017, p.12) explains that the
term stigma was created by Greeks to refer to body
signs that sought to highlight something
extraordinary or bad about the moral status of those
who had them. For the author, these signs produced
by cutting the skin or by fire indicated that there was
“a marked, ritually polluted person, one that should
be avoided, especially in public places”.

In the city of Betim, state of Minas Gerais, there is
a group of approximately 30 deaf people who grew
up in the same school. The documentary ‘Children
separated by injustice” (2017) records that this
deafness was due to the punishments used against
children with punches and slaps in the ears, causing
irreparable damage to the eardrums.
5

The issue of stigma is central to the present
research, and an author that has been widely used in
defining this concept in studies on people with
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and who were alive on the date of the

Compulsory

isolation

and

promulgation of the law. The date of

separation of parents and children destroyed

December 31, 1986 is the final milestone of

many families (approximately 15,000 living

this policy. Article 1 of that law says: The

children currently in Brazil6) and whenever

Executive Branch is authorized to grant

we need to talk about compulsory or

special,

non-

voluntary isolation, we need to go back to

transferable pensions to persons affected by

the history of Hansen’s disease, known by

Hansen’s disease who have been subjected

so few people in the country with the

to compulsory isolation and hospitalization

highest

in colony hospitals by December 31, 1986,

diagnoses in the world7.

which require, as a special indemnity, R$

2 - What can the Hansen’s disease’s

750,00 (seven hundred and fifty reais).

history

monthly,

lifetime,

and

Despite the recognition of the

number

teach

of

for

Hansen’s

the

disease

history

of

coronavirus?

Brazilian government and the compensation

The main lesson we can learn from

paid to the victims of isolation, the

the history of the Hansen’s disease policy in

separated children have not yet been

Brazil during the 20th century is that

compensated, the people affected by the

isolation in “concentration camps”8 does

disease have not been rehabilitated and

not work and worsens social problems

many still reside in the former colonies (or

related to the disease.

“leprosariums”), Brazil is still the country

They do not work, because since the

with the highest number of diagnoses of the

times of old Hansen’s disease colonies, it

disease and compulsory hospitalization and

was already evident that isolation kept

the dismissal of family power continue to be

people

practiced in Brazil in relation to diseases

increased the degree of circulation of the

and other factors related to stigma, such as

bacilli that cause the disease. We are seeing

in

permanent

contact,

which

incarcerated or homeless women.
6

This figure comes from an uncompleted study
carried out in 2012 by the Human Rights Department
of the Presidency of the Republic, in a joint work
with LGA, with the aim of identifying and
facilitating the initiation of a process of reparation
for the damages suffered by children. Despite all
efforts, this number refers only to children who were
sent to education or preventive care, not counting
those who were inserted in substitute families or
those who were homeless. Therefore, the number
may be even higher than the that pointed out by the
Human Rights Department.

In the Americas, 93% of Hansen’s disease cases are
registered in Brazil, adding 26,875 new cases in
2017 and 28,660 new cases in 2018, as pointed out
by the World Health Organization (WHO, 2019).
7

We are using the term “concentration camp”
because the former Hansen’s disease colonies, or
leprosariums, operated in Brazil as true
concentration camps, with prison, torture devices,
murders, and other serious violations of human
rights.
8
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the problem of Brazilian prisons in relation

as sulfone, a drug that has been partially

to coronavirus.

used to date in the treatment ofthe disease,

In addition to this problem, knowing

which, since then, advised against the

that sick people usually carry the weight of

policy

of

indiscriminate

compulsory

stigma, these “concentration camps” are

isolation. Brazil has prescribed sulfone

almost always created with the prospect of

since the 1940s but has not interrupted the

alienating and hiding the disease, a situation

practice of compulsory isolations and

that is responsible for the neglect of the

hospitalizations and the separation of

hygiene of these spaces. Added to this is the

parents and children.

inevitable separation of family members,

For this reason, ideas that have been

who are isolated in these concentration

conveyed in order to isolate people affected

camps,

maintaining

by the coronavirus in concentration camps9,

affection bonds. Permanent contact with

in addition to being devoid of any scientific

patients, lack of health care and the

support or value and lacking the essential

breaking of family ties of affection directly

respect for the way sick people and different

impact the immunity of isolated people and,

social groups understand the disease, they

obviously, the possibility of a successful

would repeat all the serious violations to

treatment.

human rights practiced during the infamous

prevented

from

Hansen’s disease is caused by a

“leprosy prophylaxis policy” that prevailed

bacterium that, in order to be transmitted,

in Brazil in the 20th century. It does not

requires the confluence of at least three

solve, it worsens the situation and it violates

factors, such as permanent contact, genetic

human rights.

pre-disposition, and low immunity. Without

Finally, it is worth remembering that

these three factors, the disease is neither

human

rights

represent

a

set

of

transmitted nor developed in the organism.

interdependent and indivisible rights that

In addition, the treatment, although long (12

seek to ensure equity for all human beings.

months), eliminates the possibility of

This means that a human right cannot be

disease transmission at the very beginning

enjoyed without the guarantee of all others

(MINISTRY OF HEALTH, 2019.1).

(interdependence) and that every human

Since 1941, the world has known the

right concerns all dimensions of the human

efficacy of drugs for Hansen’s disease, such

being, that is, it is impossible to think about

9

See https://www.brasil247.com/midia/ancora-dosbt-propoe-campo-de-concentracao-para-pessoascom-covid-19-7pn7l9x0
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repairing a violation of human rights only

The central issue is the maintenance

based on a sum of money, as the human

of the essential nucleus of dignity of each

being is not limited to an exclusively

individual affected by public policies,

pecuniary, material dimension, but also is

whether for Hansen’s disease or for

constituted of other dimensions, namely

coronavirus. In other words, the central

psychic, social, spiritual (indivisibility).

issue is ensuring that the state will not break

In this sense, we need to consider

into our homes to take us out of our

that the right to health is multidimensional.

minimum space of freedom, family life; that

In other words, for the protection and

the state will ensure adequate treatment

promotion of human rights, it is important

with respect to the ways in which the sick

to consider that other rights need to be

signify illness10 or conduct their lives (an

guaranteed and, likewise, other rights will

important and complex issue is the care of

be affected. If, on the one hand, the

homeless people), based on scientific

promotion of the right to health cannot

evidence (and not on stigmas11); and that,

destroy the human right to a family, it

above all, the state will remain in its place

cannot imprison a person in custody and

as a human rights adherent and guarantor of

indefinite

all, and not just some, as Orwell's pigs did,

state

surveillance

in

a

concentration camp or container, on the

in

other hand, the promotion of that right may

revolution”.

require restriction. the right to freedom of

the

famous

book

“The

animal

If this seems too complex, and

business, to come and go, to meet and so

without

wanting to

reduce the real

many others.

complexity of human rights, the only way

Deisy Ventura et alii. say that “in democratic
States, restrictive measures of fundamental rights
and freedoms must be regulated in detail to ensure
that they are properly motivated, reasonable and
proportionate, and potentially efficient; in the field
of health, in particular, it is imperative that they are
based on scientific evidence.” And they complete:
“Scientific evidence corresponds to “information
that provides a level of evidence based on
established and accepted scientific methods” (Art. 1
International Sanitary Regulations). The relevance
of this safeguard is especially sensitive when it is
observed that the denial of scientific knowledge and
religious obscurantism are rife in various sectors of
the federal government.” (VENTURA, 2020)
11

10

The current UN Special Rapporteur for the
Elimination of Discrimination against Persons
Affected by Hansen’s disease and their Family
members , Dr. Alice Cruz, develops in her doctoral
dissertation (2013) a deep and precise assessment of
different perspectives on the disease and the
complex relationship between the biomedical issue
and the social issue of stigma. She notes that the
health policy for Hansen’s disease has been outlined
on a transnational scale and disseminated at national
scales, having as a nuclear core a therapeutic
technology that is widely regarded as capable of
curing this disease in any context, while rightly
placing the emphasis on the free distribution of the
technology, within a curative paradigm based on
public health care (CRUZ, 2013, p. 444).
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out is to consider that the dignity of no one

História, Ciências, Saúde-Manguinhos, vol. 10.

is superior to the dignity of no one. The sad

41-8, 2003.

history of Hansen’s disease in Brazil and in

OMS.

WORLD

HELTH

ORGANIZATION.

Weekly Epidemiological Record, 30 August 2019,

the world teaches us that if science, if the

vol. 94, 35/36 (pp. 389–412).

state, if the culturally differentiated groups

OMS. WHO Director-General's opening remarks at

have not yet found a way out that guarantees

the media briefing on COVID-19 - 11 March 2020.

the equal dignity of all, the only reasonable

Genebra, 11 mar. 2020. Disponível em . Acesso em

measure is the insistence on trying to find it.

11 mar. 2020.
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Art and culture as allies in facing
the pandemic: An experience of
the actions to combat Hansen’s
disease in Brazil
By Eni Carajá Filho
State Coordinator of Morhan Minas Gerais, Social
and People’s Health Educator, studies Anthropology
at the Federal University of Minas Gerais,
and director on ReúnaHans
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Morhan and its volunteers spread
across

hundreds

Brazilian

Movement, supported a number of

municipalities - and I don’t mean to push

events. Two national cultural meetings

it - faced the fact that their voluntary

were held. The first had a large volume

actions are not to be separated from Art

of

and Culture. Their actions convey a

experiences, from the states of Piauí, Rio

positive, moving, and engaging message

de Janeiro, Minas Gerais, among other

to society, one that informs that

locations, as well as a dance act

Hansen’s disease has a cure. They go on

performed by one of Morhan’s national

to support the saying arising from this,

leaders from Juazeiro do Ceará. At the

that prejudice also has a cure, while

second meeting, we held a show by Elke

inviting the people to be cured of the

Maravilha, one of our volunteer artists

discrimination caused by disinformation.

and her guests, entitled “From sacred to

This reflection was elaborated in

profane”. There was another show with

the period of quarantine, isolation, and

volunteer and singer Nei Matogrosso -

social distancing that happened in Brazil

all of these performed in downtown Rio

due to a pandemic wave caused by a

de Janeiro, the last one being at the

coronavirus - the one that causees Covid-

Municipal Theater, with an audience

19 -, which by the time this text was

mixed between personalities, people

written (May 26) has already wiped out

who worked in the movement, and

more

patients being treated in the two specific

than

of

In this sense, Morhan, as a Social

23,000

Brazilians,

overcoming several world nations, in
number of people wiped out. Losses and
lives that matter.

musical,

theatrical

and

dance

hospitals in Rio de Janeiro.
Morhan has also supported the
dawn of Capoeira as a manifestation of

The strategy of this subject is to

the Black People, created the Teatro

remember what the movement has

Bacurau, which has been acting in an

already done, and does, either with the

educational

people

supporters

supported the cultural manifestations of

themselves, or with the people that have

African matrix entities, in particular the

always done and still do what they can to

Grupo Coisa de Negro from the city of

show

and

Teresina, in the state of Piauí, and

culturally, of how to combat the disease,

produced specific booklets on popular

in

cultural-education engagement. Also,

affected

their

order

and

visions,

artfully

to express feelings and

collaborate even with caregivers.

and

partner

manner,

Morhan attended the meeting held in the
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city of Mairipora, state of Sao Paulo, the

Isolation,

social

distancing

26 consecutive editions in the city of

measures of the Brazilian population and

Betim, state of Minas Gerais, the

in other parts of the world, due to the new

Concerto Contra o Preconceito [Concert

coronavirus pandemic, as well as those

Against

always

that determine the employment of

counted with both artists of national

quarantine in suspected or confirmed

expression and in-house artists - with its

cases, tease and instigate those who have

multiple ways of developing culture -,

already

the Gincana Cultural de Maringá

promotion of art and culture. In addition,

[Maringa Cultural Gincana] in the state

they rescue and preserve memory, oral

of Paraná and so on.

history,

Prejudice],

which

worked

with

collections,

health

and

productions,

How not to remember and

archaeological sites, specific cemeteries

describe the patchwork quilts with

of former colony hospitals, as an

positive messages made by several hands

inseparable point of understanding the

of women affected by Hansen’s disease

broad meaning of culture, cultural

hospitalized at the Hospital Colônia?

production, and art.

And, as a sign of humanization, how can

At a time when the pandemic is

one forget the cavaquinho and musical

established in society as a serious life

writings of Paulo Luiz Domingues, the

threat, we must collaborate to combat

decorated dolls, the art of Nenzinho in

this harmful virus and seek actions to

the neighborhood of Citrolândia, city of

protect people, including in particular,

Betim, who carves into the wood the

health professionals. There are many

various ways of expressing the world?

people who have cured Hansen’s disease

The paintings of the Via Sacra by

and develop professional health care

Veganim, a former colony patient, from

work, and they are at the forefront of

concrete works with his exotic and

such care. They understand how the

unique paintings. This is art and culture

world works at a time of economic and

at its best.

great powers decline. In this state of

What is beautiful about this

quarantine, it is necessary to value and

process is the social involvement, and for

preserve mental health and quality of life

that we need to resort to some theoretical

beyond economic issues. It goes beyond

points

money, it requires health so you can keep

to

denominator.

reach

that

common

moving and even spend that money well.
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The area of Hansen’s disease

bodies that could spread the pest, and

experienced very complex periods of

which once collected would not be

pandemics and epidemics, and the

affected or affect: “the plague also brings

isolation and compulsory hospitalization

with it the political dream of an

policy, when part of the people suspected

exhaustive power, a power without

of being infected by the micro Bacterium

obstacles, a power entirely transparent to

leprae were collected by the sanitary

its object, a power that is fully exercised”

institutions, isolated and compulsorily

(FOUCAULT, 2001, p. In bringing this

admitted to former colony hospitals.

topic, we think of the current picture of

Erwing Goffman already spoke about

the COVID-19 victims.

these total institutions.

Since culture is a system of

The philosopher Michel Foucault

interpretive symbols that moves body

further investigated what he considered

and brain while demanding from human

to be relations between knowledge and

behavior the involvement that reaches

power. He researched in detail what he

the consideration that there is a “local

called mechanisms of vigilance and

knowledge” (GEERTZ, 1997), based on

punishment in society. Foucault himself

this premise the author points out by the

brilliantly realized that these changes in

interaction face to face, a presence

treatment between the occurrences of

(GEERTZ,

Hansen’s disease and the plague that

observation of the “nuances of everyday

appeared in Europe, when people were

life.”

1989),

as

an

attentive

expelled from the city, was for persons

For Geertz (1989), the rooster

affected by Hansen’s disease in addition

fight in Balinese is more than a game of

to the quarantine for those affected by

power, wealth or status, it is also a

the plague. Foucault realized a certain

theater of social life, a spectacle realized

unity between medical, judicial, and

by the Balinese, for the Balinese, on the

police speeches, which clearly pointed

Balinese, the man recognizes himself,

out the other interests that pervaded

recognizes

disciplinary and punitive societies. For

environment in which you live.

Foucault, “excluding the leper¹” and

By

your

culture

developing

and

the

these

“including the pestiferous” is one of the

performances, about what each one

great tactics that occurred in the 18th

produces for himself for others, the

century. The quarantine designed a

human being becomes aware of and

control displacement within cities, of the
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values what he produced and the

disease, especially at this time of a strong

prospects of expansion of such act.

pandemic due to this virus, because art

Now, by expressing the daily

provides

individual

cognitive

questions of human culture and art

improvement and strengthening at this

(Goffman, 2005), he analyzes the actors,

time of yet another psychological clash

the place they represent, as fundamental

due to irreparable losses, such as the

elements

crime and the mud of the Vale mining

in

this

construction

of

performance, the state of art, from face-

company in the city of Brumadinho.

to-face interaction with “real life”,

The disease provokes moments

seeking insertion into the social every

of reflection and questions such as: Why

day of the environment in which he lives.

me? What did I do to be so cursed with

From the current scenario, the

this disease? Is this God's punishment for

philosopher Vladimir Safatle has coined

the sins committed by human beings?

the concept of “suicide state” to describe

Should I treat it or just give up on life?

the current situation in Brazil, a new
model

for

the

management

of

These are questions that demand
answers and cause the central nervous

neoliberalism, and he stated: “There are

system,

several ways to destroy the state and one

knowledge into practice, to awaken

of them, the counter-revolutionary form,

intelligence and, above all, the various

is

ways of developing art and culture,

accelerating

toward

its

own

catastrophe, even if it costs our lives”

mind,

and

body

to

put

taking advantage of idle time as well.

(SAFATLE, 2020, sp). That can be

Many will write their stories,

linked to some people’s carelessness

narratives, by expressing with pen and

while not following WHO guidelines to

paper, or by gesture, use of body,

help prevent the spread of Coronavirus.

keyboard, soul, and mind, revealing the

Anthropologically,

we

can

artistic side of each being despite the

interpret these movements as an action in

suffering caused by this disease, the bad

favor of ethnography, according to

news and even the victorious and

(Peirano, 1995), which gives us the

positive sides of the occurrence.

theoretical

Registered in “We are people,

presentation, to observe and raise the

too” by hansenologist physician Dr.

manifestations of art and culture in

Orestes Diniz, (Diniz, Orestes, 1961-

support of the development of the health

260) is the report of one of his caregiving

status of persons affected by Hansen’s

subjects. Even before going to the

opening

after

this
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Cologne

Hospital,

compulsory

the public health point of view: The

isolation and treatment, he was the

overload of hospitals and the already

conductor of an outside band. He has

precarious health system, in the case of

always wanted to set up an inside

Brazil. Moreover, the already proven

musical band, and then he asked the

quarantine

doctor for his authorization and support

increase in case transmission, is full of

to buy the instruments, given that he

human sociability, and is one of the main

already had the remainder of musical

characteristics of our species. Without a

apprentices who were already admitted

doubt,

to that total institution. He was promptly

consequences for all individuals and for

assisted

bands

the collective as a whole, favoring

experience from expanded to the other

attempts and theories that minimize the

nosocomials. That is art.

need for such extreme action, however,

and

for

that

musical

These gestures help to forget the
scourge of the disease and to awaken the

measure

isolation

prevents

brings

the

psychic

necessary to avoid an explosion of
contagion.”

feeling of being subject to history itself.

In

interwoven

Pereira

beds, where women in the hospital

expresses that he met a poet who lived in

produce

swarm,

anonymity. He was a former Hansen’s

decorative cloths, sewing and crochet

disease patient, probably nicknamed

with

and

Dabilu Êne, who lived in a former colony

prevent

hospital south of Minas Gerais. Dr. José

contamination by the coronavirus. This

Mariano – Ruth's hansenologist and

action makes them happy for helping

husband, at the time –, was pleased to

others

preface a book of this poet who very well

their

currently,

in

tapestries,

needles,
cloth

and

paintings,

masks

giving

a

to

sense

of

completeness in the care process.
According to Marcelo de Troi

2011

(Ruth

Imagine a pavilion with a sequence of

art

Mariano,

hands,

315-319),

wrote his feelings and could pen what he
imagined and dedicated to whoever lived

and Wagner Quintilio, “SARS-COV-2 is

in

an unknown virus, both for Science and

hospitalization, the physician wrote the

for the human being’s immune system.

preface of that poet’s book, where he

Its high capacity to infect can cause

transcribed:

severe

demands

inveterate and good poet. Sow with her

respiratory

the subtle balm that softens the bitterness

assistance. And this is the problem from

that you like. Fill the void of your

pneumonia

hospitalization

with

that

that

hospital.

“Cultivate

During

your

his

lira,
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loneliness with joy and hope, that is, the

Out there, the

pure poetic resourcefulness is enough

happy people think,
for sure,

for you to be happy.”

That the patient

Other poetic works Ruth has

feels nothing: He is

offered her readers in her book, are

senseless...
Of course you are

hereinafter transcribed in full:

despicable....
Despicable

Out of this and other forms of

Here in this hospital

expression, it is pointed out that we

ladies and

volunteers of a social movement about to

gentlemen,

turn 39 years of uninterrupted social

Looks are
languished, and

work in Brazil, with great influence

painful:

beyond the continent and which is

Stories of love in

committed to promoting health as a

quiet hearts,

fundamental axis and pillar in the

Abandonment,

preservation of life, to this end, foster

wounds,
martyrdom,

culture, awaken the critical capacity of

horror...

the citizen, support popular education

A sick person sings

initiatives in health in other public

loving verses,

policies, while preserving the conditions

Deluding himself,

of promotion, protection and recovery,

scaring his fears
away,
While another in his
bed of pain,
Maimed, says a
prayer for her
pompous times...
In every soul, a
groaning, a sorrow,

which is key for a democratic nation with
a great deal of interculturality and
amorousness.
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Hansen’s disease care
in times of pandemic
By Karen da Silva Santos
Volunteer of Morhan Ribeirao Preto and PhD in Nursing
in Public Health (Ribeirao Preto College of Nursing/University of Sao Paulo)
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To speak of care in its state of the art is to
consider its synonyms, values, beliefs, and
attitudes. Care is neither alone nor static, in

to do with care? Here it is: Everything and
a little more!
The National Policy of Humanization

fact, there is no such thing as care unless

(PNH,

there is contact with others, who are also

launched

agents

this

principles of the National Health System

perspective, I would like to talk a little

(SUS, in the Portuguese acronym) and

about Hansen’s disease care in times of

points out that humanization is part of the

pandemic. After all, the COVID-19 brought

appreciation

much more than a virus, it has offended

managers in the production process for

health,

health.

of

transformation.

political,

social,

From

ideological,

in

the
in

This

Portuguese

2003,

of

acronym),

implemented

users,

valuation

workers

concerns

the

and

the

economic, and other numerous issues that

opportunity for a greater autonomy of the

make us think, at all times, about the

subjects, with shared responsibility in the

consequences of social distancing.

health production process. In this way, the

With that in mind, I remember my

so-called humanitarian attitudes go against

master's dissertation, entitled “Meanings of

this autonomy. A person affected by

Hansen’s disease for health workers,”

Hansen’s disease, due to the disease itself,

defended in 2017 [available at the thesis

has his or her specific characteristics, but

bank of the University of Sao Paulo]. By

the assumption of these in relation to the

using Vygotsky’s perspective to understand

care practices should be discussed in the

the meanings socially constructed by health

training and in the health work. As our dear

workers in relation to Hansen’s disease, I

Paulo Freire says, “A man does not forge

was able to identify core issues related to

from silence, but from words, from work,

Hansen’s disease care. One of the speeches

from action-reflection.” We therefore need

that marked me was persons with Hansen’s

to think, think, and act!

disease are overrated. I will explain it better.

Hansen’s

disease

awakens

an

The health professional told me that he saw

amplitude of feelings in persons affected

the person with Hansen’s disease as a

and in those who are in the front line of care

special person, a good person, in a

– health professionals. Brazil, as the top

charitable sense. Another professional told

second country with highest burden for

me that he sometimes felt bad while

Hansen’s disease, should also prioritize

referring to people in Hansen’s disease

public policies focused on the care process.

treatment. Oh my... But what does that have

You may think: But we have the Hansen’s
disease Program at all levels, what else do
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you want? As someone who is part of

In the previous paragraph, the reader

Morhan's volunteer work, I want the

may think that the two diseases are

visibility that Hansen’s disease needs to

incomparable. In fact, I do not want to

have. When we knock at door after door,

compare them in their biological (or

home after home and ask people what

clinical, or epidemiological, etc.) aspect,

Hansen’s disease is, many still do not know

but rather to make a correlation with the

what it is, others associate it with leprosy

interests that permeate Brazilian society.

and even hantavirosis. The stigma is still

How many people are going to get the

alive and pulsating.

sequels that still greatly reinforce the stigma

Now, regarding COVID-19, I am sure

of the disease? Why are there so many

that most Brazilians know what it is, even

people with Hansen’s disease to date? I

the

famous

note, and dare say, that the reason is due to

“coronavirus”. Do you happen to know

the fact that care is in the background. The

what that means? That science, technology,

visibility that Hansen’s disease needs to

the

an

have as a priority in health actions needs to

unceasing race in a search for a vaccine, a

be taken seriously, even now, in times of

drug to control this pathogen. The news

pandemic. The health needs are no less

reports speak 24 hours, second after second.

urgent, in fact they are more urgent,

While in the case of Hansen’s disease, a

especially for people and their families who

millenary endemic disease that does not

live daily with the Hansen’s disease

have a vaccine and whose treatment has

diagnosis and with the undermining of the

been the same since the 1950s, little is said.

National Health System. It is not a

You do not know what the priorities are.

discussion; it is a finding.

children

speak

pharmaceutical

of

the

industry

lead

This fact indicates that Hansen’s disease

Although official Ministry of Health

remains neglected and forgotten. It may be

sources point out that drug treatment,

because Hansen’s disease affects the

polychemotherapy (PCT), should continue

vulnerable population, the economically

to be distributed to people undergoing

active population, the poorest and does not

Hansen’s disease treatment, it is known that

kill so easily. This new virus does not

disability, psychological and social care

distinguish any social classes, after all it

prevention are not happening. Many of the

was not someone from an outer borough

health professionals who no longer provide

that travelled abroad and exposed him or

exclusive care to people with Hansen’s

herself to it.

disease are being reallocated for screening
respiratory symptoms. The self-care groups
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in Hansen’s disease, available in some
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in recent days)? What can we do with (and
not by) them? The situation is serious and
deserves

attention.

Unfortunately,

projections are no better as some Brazilian
cities

have

already

implemented

a

“lockdown”.
In order to finalize this brief text and
dialog showing my concerns, here is a
reference that has inspired me in relation to
healthcare. Professor José Ricardo de
Carvalho Ayres Mesquita, of the School of
Medicine of the University of Sao Paulo, in
one of his papers (based on Heidegger's
allegories), points out complex aspects
related to care. He indicates that healthcare
has the following characteristics: It is in
motion, needs interaction, identity and
alterity,

plasticity,

temporality,

design,

desire,

non-causality,

and

responsibility. I do not think I can explain
his paper, but I found it interesting to
include it here as a powerful source for
healthcare discussion, one targeting the
national humanization policy.
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Self-care as a coping strategy
of COVID-19: How can the
experience with Hansen’s disease
self-care groups help us?
By Clodis Maria Tavares
Coordinator of the National University Network for combating Hansen’s
Disease (REUNA/HANS) and volunteer for Morhan in the state of Alagoas

Nataly Mayara Cavalcante Gomes
Resident in the Multi-Professional Family Health Residence Program/State
University of Sciences and Health of Alagoas (UNCISAL) and volunteer for
Morhan in the state of Alagoas
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Graduate in Nursing from the Federal University of Alagoas and volunteer for
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Nurse and volunteer for Morhan in the state of Alagoas
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News of an unknown pneumonia,

which are concentrated in the states of São

then known as COVID-19, was in the

Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Ceará. However,

headlines in early 2020. The first cases were

it

linked to the seafood market located in

underreporting

Wuhan, China, and it was not long until the

laboratory testing in the country (BRAZIL,

the etiological agent confirmation. It was a

2020a; BRAZIL, 2020b).

is

new beta-coronavirus, later called SARSCoV-2

(Coronavirus

of

severe

acute

Respiratory Syndrome 2).

important

to

related

highlight
to

the

insufficient

To date, prevention and control
strategies for SARS-COV-2, according to
the recommendations of the Ministry of

The new coronavirus belongs to the

Health,

are

based

on

keeping

from

same group as SARS-CoV, first identified in

contacting the virus with oral, respiratory

China in 2002, and MERS-CoV, originated

and ocular mucous membranes. These

in the Middle East in 2012, responsible for

measures include hand washing with water

considerable numbers of patients and deaths

and soap or alcohol in 70% gel, respiratory

worldwide. In less than three months,

etiquette when coughing and sneezing, and

SARS-CoV-2 has spread and made victims

social distancing, the latter faces resistance

in

from the Brazilian government – who

countries

culminating

across
in

the

all

continents,

World

Health

Organization's pandemic classification on
March 11, 2020.
The

World

pushes to favor our economy (BRAZIL,
2020c; BRAZIL, 2020d).
It is known that a home environment

Health

Organization

should offer good ventilation and openness

(WHO) points out that the number of cases

to sunlight, frequent sanitization of surfaces

in the world, as of 26 April, will have

and frequent used objects. Furthermore,

exceeded the milestone of 2 million and the

where social distancing is not possible,

number of deaths will be close to 200

environments with clusters of persons and

thousand. The most affected countries to

unnecessary travels to places with notified

date are in Europe, America and the Eastern

cases should be avoided. A minimum 2

Mediterranean (WHO, 2020; WHO, 2020a).

meter distance from coughing or sneezing

In Brazil, according to the Ministry of

people and the use of masks when leaving

Health, the number of cases have exceeded

home or in contact with people suspected or

the 60 thousand milestone and the number

confirmed to have the disease should also be

of victims add up to more than 4 thousand,
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observed (BRAZIL, 2020d; SINGHAL,

similar

interests

and

needs,

where

2020).

participants are encouraged to empower
This case series makes us question

themselves in relation to their health-disease

how to provide the mass adoption of the

process. Thus, these people feel confident to

prevention and control measures of SARS-

care for their problems through mutual

COV-2, health promotion and self-care in

support, through experience exchange and

times of distance. For this reason, the idea is

sharing

raised that experiences with Hansen’s

perspective, the self-care group stimulates

disease can help us to cope with the

the user’s risk awareness, allowing for a

COVID-19. Hansen’s disease, one of the

reflection and an action on their health-

oldest diseases affecting man and an

disease process (SOUZA et al., 2014).

(BRAZIL,

2010).

In

this

expressive public health problem in the

Because they are structured on the

modern age, dating back to three or a

basis of participatory methodology, self-care

thousand years ago

groups comprise support in the following

in origin,

shares

attributes with this disease, such as the

social

support

infectious character and the use of social

informative (socialization of knowledge)

measures. Those used to be mistakenly

and

applied (OLIVEIRA et al., 2016).

community support). In addition, they can

social

dimensions:

conviviality

Emotional,

(family

and

For a long time, a person with

address issues involving occupational roles

Hansen’s disease was marginalized and

aimed at improving the quality of life and

segregated from society. However, the

social participation (VIEIRA, 2016; SILVA,

service was reformulated and gained actions

2015). In personal experiences, the self-care

based on effective evidence to break the

group proved an effective strategy to

transmission chain and provide the patient

promote the health of its members, whether

with quality of life. Among these strategies

healthy or sick, and to prevent worsening of

is the contributions of self-care groups,

its condition.

contributors

to

the

dissemination

of

The formation of self-care groups

information and health promotion, whose

focused on the humanization of care and

experiences may be based on the attitudes of

integration between health care networks is

professionals in the fight against the current

key, so that the individual becomes co-

pandemic.

responsible for his or her treatment while

The Ministry of Health encourages

ensuring encouragement to their autonomy.

the creation of a self-care group, which

Thus, health professionals are key actors for

consists of a group of individuals with

the pass-through of the self-care guidelines,
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by

motivating

the

by

For obvious reasons, traditional self-

appreciating self-confidence, by considering

care groups should not be encouraged at this

biopsychosocial factors and through the

time. However, this strategy should be

lessons

individual

reconsidered in times of COVID-19, with

2015;

the support of social media and the press, in

learned

(BRAZIL,

by

2010;

participants,

each
SILVA,

OLIVEIRAet al., 2016).

order to enhance the fight against SARS-

Therefore, that is an important tool

COV-2.

for promoting health education and selfcare, mainly for primary care that is
responsible for coordinating the service and
ordering

of

the

healthcare

network

(BRAZIL, 2020c). In view of this, the
applicability of these concepts to COVID-19
is

emphasized,

through

educational

processes and the encouragement to selfcare, always considering the health-disease
process.
Health education is understood as a
teaching tool that aims to provide health
promotion, prevention and recovery in the
various levels of health care, especially in
primary care (AB) (BORGES et al., 2016;
SALCI et al., 2013), since this level of
health care has the role of coordinating
service and organizing healthcare networks
(BRAZIL, 2017). A health professional
applying

this

instrument

incorporates

scientific knowledge in the field of work,
thus

bringing

opportunities

to

people

assisted in the reflection on their role in the
health-disease process so that there are
subsidies for possible changes in habits
(BORGES et al., 2016).
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Since the declaration of the new

disease, Sar-COV-2 is the virus and

virus pandemic, the SARS-CoV-2 of the

coronavirus is the family of viruses to

coronavirus family that causes COVID-19

which it belongs);

on March 2020, we have sought to establish

2. The path of the virus in the human

a broad dialog with health professionals and

body through the airways, thus

users to prepare for this new moment

deflating the main symptoms (cough,

without threatening the care of people

fever,

affected by Hansen’s disease. But how to do

symptoms

so? In this text, I share some experiences we

characteristic, but possibly startling

have put into practice, aiming at socializing

(such as: body pain, sore throat and

the lessons learned in this process and

diarrhea) and severity symptoms

helping us to emerge stronger from this

(short of breath, breathlessness, and

difficult moment for humanity.

renal failure);

And we have literally commenced
the

dialog:

There

conversations

were

between

rounds

of

HETM

nasal

congestion),

until

then

other

not

very

3. Forms of transmission (air, personto-person contact and by touching
surfaces);

professionals. The initial concern was with

4. Forms of prevention (washing hands

the hospitalized elderly who, until then, was

in each procedure with patient, use of

known to belong to the group with highest

sanitizer for hands and used objects,

risk of death. Therefore, the discussion was

such as cell phone, knobs, appliances,

openly conducted across professionals, in

including

order to raise questions on the problem,

agglomerations, social distancing,

protect

using

patients

and

professionals

themselves, and reduce the transmission of
the new coronavirus.

others;

avoiding

appropriate

PPEs,

emphasizing mask use.
5. Profiling patients who evolved to

The topics covered revolved around

severity (elderly, chronic diseases,

what was then-known about COVID-19, as

such as diabetes, cardiovascular

listed below:

diseases,

1. What is COVID-19, epidemiological

immunosuppression, etc.);

obesity,

characteristics (origin, trajectory),

6. Susceptibility, since there is not a

other epidemics of SARS (severe

specific vaccine or drug for the new

acute

disease

respiratory

syndrome)

in

previous years, caused by H1N1,

and,

therefore,

the

importance of prevention;

conceptual aspects (COVID-19 is the
68

From

these

discussions,

some

suggestions for actions to be developed at

the Hospital were raised, due to the
characteristic of an institution that houses
the elderly, since they represent the
majority of those hospitalized in the wards

and who also have comorbidities:

• Constantly refilled hand sanitizer
dispenser;

• More intense psychological care for
hospitalized patients, especially online,
through the cell phone;
In the outpatient clinic, there were also
changes due to Covid 19. We decreased the

• Monitoring of disease symptoms
among patients and professionals;

• Strengthening of the cleanliness,
outpatient care, wards and common
areas;

number of visits to avoid agglomerations,
while safeguarding access for patients who
need systematic control and treatment such

as Hansen’s disease.
According to the Ministry of Health’s
protocol, there is a special dispensing of

• A workshop was held on prevention

medicines for the treatment of elderly

and hygiene care for caregivers in the

people with Hansen’s disease and/or

wards, with emphasis on the correct

comorbidities. They are advised of the

hand washing protocol;

possibility/need that a responsible person

• Use of PPE by professionals; (masks,
apron, etc.);

• Group visits and visitor control in the
wards were temporarily interrupted;

• Vaccination for H1N1 for hospitalized
health professionals and elderly;

• Hand washing protocol according to
the Ministry of Health in each
procedure next to the patient;

• Use of mask for professionals;

picks up the medication to avoid exposure
to the risk of contamination by the
coronavirus. There is longer gap in between
each medical prescription for this purpose
too.

However,

patients

who

need

dermatological care due to reactions and
even assessments for early diagnosis have
been safely maintained. All patients are told
to use a home-made mask and to distance
themselves while waiting for care.

Regarding

the

community,

health

education strategies have been planned to

• Distance of more than 2 meters

prevent coronavirus transmission. A text

between the beds (only 2 beds per

was drafted by the surveillance service

room);

requesting

the

circulation

in

minimum
the

area,

possible
motivating
69

preventive actions, such as hand washing,

emergency benefits provided for the

mask use by the population and social

moment.

distancing to be divulged with a sound truck

With regard to the cross-vulnerability

all around the colony area. The Hospital

between Hansen’s disease and COVID-19,

Surveillance Service also made itself

related to the internal HETM residents,

available to support the monitoring of the

there has been a joint effort by the Board

cases diagnosed in the colony area with the

and all professionals to establish routines

municipality’s epidemiology department.

that minimize to the full the damage that the

In addition, the HETM Social Service

moment imposes on the whole community,

has also made arrangements to fufill the

such as difficulties that may arise in relation

demands

to relevant service and guidelines.

presented

by

the

current

emergency moment in public health due to

The Social Worker continues to attend

the COVID-19 pandemic. This service

the spontaneous demands of the outpatient

actions have been referred to in the

clinic, and also visits the wards. Their

guidelines of both the Ministry of Health

actions are based on welcoming, guidance,

and the State Health Department, following

and referral to the resources available in the

technical conduct and professional ethics.

community or in the municipality, when

The interns affected by Hansen’s disease

necessary.

living in the Cologne Hospital (HETM),

According to each case, in addition to

receive

or

clarifying about COVID-19 and both

assistance, including Law No 11,520/2007

prevention and treatment care of following

(Special Pension) and Law No 6,165/ 2012

the official guidelines, we seek in our

(Lifetime and 10-year Compensation). The

consultations to reflect on the world

HETM administration maintains an up-to-

resonation, as well as on the routines of

date list of interns, with about 240 patients

daily life and the ward, whenever we need

living in homes, pavilions and wards. So

to restrict the visits of family members and

far, all of them receive their allowances

groups.

social

welfare

benefits

regularly.

For

The actions follow the course of the
social

work

affected

by

Hansen’s disease living in the HEMT, the
non-interruption of care of some specialties

HETM

in the outpatient clinic is a differential,

Outpatient Clinic, guidelines and referrals

because they know they have a place to

regarding the social welfare, assistance and

resort to, with open doors to welcome them,

demands

by

internals

servicing

spontaneous

routine,

the

in

the
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which in other health units is suspended due

have

experienced

the

isolation

to the pandemic.

accompanied by the Hansen’s disease

It is important to remember that

stigma. In the current period they are, in a

there was a movement of professionals to

certain way, emotionally reassured. Some

make masks to be distributed in the HETM

even say that now many people will feel

community

the

what is like to be forced to isolate

collaboration of the Social Workers. As the

themselves, as happened with many who

demands arise, we adapt our service,

live

perform individual approach actions to

surrounding the Hospital. It is an interesting

patients on the importance of mask use, the

issue and our professionals specialized in

recommendation of non-agglomeration in

Mental Health have started specific work at

community bars, houses, pavilions, or any

the Center for studies on the subject.

and

counted

on

social activity due to the moment.
All

efforts

have

focused

in

the

Colony

neighborhood

Finally, not only all professionals
on

but also the community got together so that

maintaining care, guidance, support and

we can pass through this pandemic in an

reinforcing an atmosphere of confidence to

organized manner, always respecting the

keep patients aware, without however

guidelines of the Ministry of Health, loving

spreading panic.

and respecting others, always working hard

Other issues that we have perceived

and counting on the commitment of an

are that some of the hospital area residents,

engaged team. That has been the tone of

former patients of compulsory isolation, are

coping with the pandemic at the Tavares de

dealing with this issue of distancing some

Macedo State Hospital.

normality. They say that, for years, they
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